Dine
well
in the

great

outdoors
By Joanna Prisco

W

HEN THE WEATHER
is warm, who can resist dining al fresco?
Whether you’re
swimming at the beach, camping
in the mountains, hiking trails or
tending your yard, here’s some expert advice for making the most of
outdoor meals.
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Upgrade Your Grub
“Many things you cook indoors
can be cooked outdoors,” says Bob
Blumer, host of the Food Network’s
Glutton for Punishment. “I love to make
a campfire fondue. Have you ever
seen cheese in those round wooden
boxes? Take the cheese out. It will be
wrapped in waxed paper—keep that
on and wrap it in a few layers of alucontinued
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minum foil. Then put it right into
the coals of your campfire until the
cheese is runny, about 5 to 10 minutes. Open the top, put it back in the
box, and dip fruit or bread in it.”

Make
a campfire
fondue
Even more surprising, Blumer
makes risotto in the woods all the
time. “Risotto is a really good dish
to bring camping, because you can
carry most of the ingredients in dried
forms,” he says. “Arborio rice, bouillon cubes, a shallot, a head of garlic
and Parmesan cheese—it’s easy.”

Save Time With a Skillet
Peter Kaminsky, author of Pig Perfect,
has grilled wildebeest in Tanzania
and impala in Zimbabwe. He says
many people don’t understand how
to maximize the use of heat on a grill.
“We often make a fire and wait for the
coals to heat up in order to cook on
the grate.” This can take over an hour.
“But if you take a skillet and put it over
a grate when the fire is young and hot,
you can start to cook on that right
away.” The heat directly transfers to
the skillet, making meals move faster.

Uncork and Unwind
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If you go gourmet with your food,
don’t settle for subpar sips. “I take
nice wine everywhere,” says Richard
Wiese, a past president of The Explorers Club. “I have taken a bottle of Redwood Creek pinot noir to the North
Pole, Everest base camp, on safari in
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Africa and to the outback in Australia. In each case, my experience was enhanced by clinking plastic, metal or glass cups
and celebrating the bounty of the earth.”

Alabama suggests turning meals into a group attack: “I assign dishes to my kids as cook-offs. It’s their responsibility to
cook for the whole family, and they get to enjoy their own
recipes.” Plus, a little sibling rivalry never hurt anyone.

Have a Taste of Nature
You can find last-minute menu additions in your surroundings. “I’ve gone foraging with kids for berries,” says
Bob Blumer. “I also suggest foraging for dandelion leaves
for a nice salad. They’re easy to identify and are the exact
same ones in packages at grocery stores.” Richard Wiese
concurs. “Virtually anywhere in the U.S., there are things
you can forage for,” he says. “Locust tree flowers, wood
sorrel, violets. Just check with your local state park. Someone there usually is familiar with foraging.” And don’t be
scared. In Northern climates, there
are fewer poisonous plants than in
the tropics. But be cautious: Bring a
book to help you identify safe eats.

Get Kids Cookin’
To keep kids entertained and create
some live entertainment on family outings, champion BBQ chef Chris Lilly of

Try foraging
for food!

Keep on Truckin’
To avoid inadvertently leaving a fire behind in a trash
receptacle, travel with your grill. “To begin, make sure
you have a clean grill—no ash, no old charcoal,” says
Lilly. “Later, once you have completed the cookout, don’t
empty your ash. More than likely you still have embers
glowing in there. So keep it in the grill. Close all dampers
and cut off the airflow.”

Make It To-Go
For adventurous types, Blumer says
you even can cook on your car engine en route to destinations: “You
find the hottest part of your engine, the manifold, and secure foilwrapped foods to it, then drive. The
front of the car is exhaust-free, so
it’s safe. I’ve put lemongrass shrimp
and green beans on top of my manifold and driven to Santa Barbara
wine country—tasted great.”
Now that is wild.

Turn Aperitifs
Into Icepops
Popsicles are ubiquitous in
summer. This season, instead of
serving them after dinner, try an
adult version for the cocktail
hour instead. “Translating mixed
drinks into iced Popsicles is not
that difficult,” says mixologist
John Jasso of the San Francisco
hot-spot Bar Johnny. “Just make
sure the alcohol is no more than a
third of the recipe.”
Here, he turns his popular
“Posse Collins“ into a Posse Cooler:
8 Thai basil leaves
1 oz. silver tequila
2 oz. grapefruit juice
3/4 oz. lime juice
2 dashes grenadine
1 oz. simple syrup
Soda
Mash Thai basil in the base of
a glass. Combine with other
ingredients. Pour into a Popsicle
container. Freeze. Makes 1.

